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Albireo Energy Presents at DatacenterDynamics Enterprise in New York City
Edison, New Jersey – April 18, 2016 – Building automation, energy services and electrical power
monitoring systems provider Albireo Energy, LLC (“Albireo Energy”) today announced the company
will present on the solutions stage at DatacenterDynamics (DCD) Enterprise on April 19 in New York
City. Ali Aksu, Albireo Energy’s Managing Director of the Electrical Power Monitoring System
Division, will discuss alarm management and graphics development for critical infrastructure monitoring
systems and offer counsel on improving response time and forensic analysis of equipment failures for
immediate issue resolution.
DCD Enterprise will gather 2,250+ professionals whose day job is to keep the digital world up and
running. From “mud to cloud”, this event covers the full ecosystem for how enterprise data centers are
being re-defined and how the economics of digital business, IT and data center service delivery is being
re-shaped. The two day conference program will run separate content tracks on Design + Build, Colo +
Cloud, Open-Source, Software-Defined, Servers + Storage, Power + Cooling, Security + Risk, and Core >
Edge.
If you would like to learn more about Albireo’s involvement at DCD Enterprise, please contact Erin
McCarthy at emccarthy@albireoenergy.com.
About Albireo Energy
Albireo Energy provides building automation solutions and energy services to commercial and
institutional buildings nationally. Their solutions and services help building owners and managers
improve efficiency and reduce operational costs while improving comfort for tenants. Through its
operating divisions, AE has a history of providing exceptional solutions to mission critical facilities such
as data centers, labs, military installations, and hospitals. Their service portfolio includes energy
efficiency, demand response, energy procurement services and smart building solutions including
building automation installation and optimization, systems integration, metering and lighting.
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